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8. Dropbox for teams 

Enables greater integration and sharing options than standard Dropbox, some organizations 
are turning to this solution as a replacement for traditional storage of files.  

Appchemi verdict: Dropbox for teams is highly recommended by us, the collaboration 
and integration elements are secure, affordable and easy to use. 

10. Dropbox Mailbox. 

Mailbox claim that they are the first ‘mobile-first’ email application. This app helps you prioritize 
your inbox, with features such as ‘Snooze’ emails until later so your inbox only contains emails 
you want to deal with now.  

Appchemi verdict:  Great features and everything you wanted in an email client, the only 
issue is it’s only available on Apple’s iOS! 

9. Hipchat 

A great chat app that you can use to stay in touch with everyone in your organization, you can 
see what everyone is up to and provides a fantastic way of staying in touch with everyone. 
Another key feature of this is file share on the go. 

Appchemi verdict:  Great affordable way to stay in touch on the go, it’s low cost and the 
file share feature is awesome. 

7. Worx Home 

This app allows companies to enforce their security and settings over Mobile, including in-built 
apps for secure mobile email as well as GoTo meeting that many are familiar with. 

Appchemi verdict: This app is strongly recommended for companies wanting the 
flexibility of mobile but has concerns over the security of data transferred over mobile devices. 

6. Introhive 

Introhive gives you a truly interactive contacts solution. It can analyze a particular contact on a 
mobile device and looks for the frequency that contact is in mail, calendars and phone lists to 
determine how active or valuable they are. Introhive also integrates with CRM solutions such as 
Salesforce and collaboration tools such as Chatter.  

Appchemi verdict: Want to sell smart? Then this app is a must-have, does all the 
organizing for you so you can concentrate on selling! 

5. Cam Card 

 Cam Card is a great way to instantly store and share business cards, simply take a picture of 
the business card you receive and the details are stored instantly to your contacts. 

Appchemi verdict: Fantastic app, get rid of the hassle of updating physical business 
cards manually, simply take a picture of the card and let the app do the rest! 
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4. Evernote 

Want an app that can do everything from taking notes to recording your favorite speaker, and 
then Evernote is the answer. In fact it even has a built in Business Card scanner rendering 
Cam Card redundant! 

Appchemi verdict: It’s almost like having your own PA on your device! 

3. Tripit 

Tripit organizes all your travel arrangements into one simple easy to view screen, it also allows 
you to share your itinerary with colleagues, and find a good place to eat! 

Appchemi verdict: Priceless for well-travelled business people, simply send your travel 
plans to the app and enjoy your business trip without worrying when your next flight or meeting 
is! 
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2. Google Drive 

Google Drive lets you create, upload and share files which are then accessible anywhere, 
especially with the app 

Appchemi verdict: We love this app, access Drive anywhere on any device! The files 
created with Google Drive can be worked on collaboratively another great feature we really 
enjoy. 

1. Linkedin 
 
The most effective way to create, build and  maintain your professional network, whether it’s 
perusing prospective job candidates profiles or getting and staying in touch with people in your 
network. 
 
Appchemi verdict: No business can do without it, it’s as simple as that! We were 
unable to look beyond this app as our personal favourite! 
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Appchemi is a privately owned, IT Services company focusing on Mobile Technologies, Web & Portal 

Development and SAP Implementation & Support.  

Please feel to contact us at Admin@Appchemi.co.uk to discuss any of the concepts we have 

Appchemi has a 

catalogue of Corporate 

Apps that can be 

deployed quickly and 

cost effectively to a 

range of back-end 

systems.  


